CASE STUDY: LENOVO

How Lenovo Lifted Revenue by 26% and Cut Their
Production Time in Half with Movable Ink

Lenovo is a $45 billion Fortune 500 company
and a leader in providing innovative consumer,
commercial, and enterprise technology. With
hundreds of millions of customers worldwide
and four devices sold per second, Lenovo has a
proven history of success. Whether customers are
interacting with its products or its email campaigns,
Lenovo wants to ensure the best possible
experience every time.

With Movable Ink, we cut our
production time in half.”
STREAMLINING PRODUCTION BY
ELIMINATING THE CREATIVE BOTTLENECK
When looking at its email program, Lenovo saw an
opportunity to elevate these communications with
more relevant and on-brand experiences. But with a
small team and limited resources, their production
process was painful and time-consuming.

Lenovo’s Green Monday campaign pulls in personalized
products for each customer, along with pricing and
inventory at the moment of open.

“When I first joined Lenovo, I was unable to
plan ahead,” said Ashley Morse, Email Marketing
Automation Lead, North America eCommerce at
Lenovo. “I was pulling a lot of overtime, spending

12 hours or more on a single
email send. Because of this, other
campaigns would get pushed
back and I would fall behind.”
The challenges didn’t end there.
Because the Lenovo team was
forced to hardcode prices and
images into each email, it was
difficult to make updates once
an email was designed. With
prices changing on their website
regularly, sending emails that
accurately reflected those
changes was nearly impossible.
As a result, Lenovo had to field
countless customer complaints
when a price in an email didn’t
match a price on their website.

Customer Experience team, they
developed a new production
process that included reusable
email modules that cut down
production time dramatically. The
benefits didn’t end there: thanks
to the time and resources saved
with the new campaign process,
Ashley had more time to focus
on creating an elevated customer
strategy that earned her a
promotion.

“We had a high volume of
complaints to our customer
service department,” said Ashley.
“There were a lot of last-minute
emergencies where we had to
remove creative I had spent
hours working on, and sometimes
we couldn’t send anything out at
all. It was a stressful time.”
The Lenovo team turned to
Movable Ink to streamline their
production process and create an
improved customer experience.
They began by using Movable
Ink’s web-cropping functionality
to automatically pull offers from
their website directly into their
emails at moment of open to
provide accurate pricing that
drastically reduced the number of
complaints to customer service.
Working with their Movable Ink

“With Movable Ink, we cut
our production time in half,”
said Ashley. “When I joined
Lenovo, my role was focused
on production, but Movable Ink
gave me the tools I needed to

Lenovo’s time-targeted Black Friday
campaign that included moment-of-open
prices and inventory exceeded their holiday
revenue goals.

implement a formula for setting up campaigns and
that has enabled me to grow in my position. If not
for Movable Ink, I wouldn’t have the strategic role I
have today.”

Thanks to Movable Ink, Lenovo has
grown their email program by

225%

GETTING TO MARKET FASTER AND LIFTING
REVENUE
Before Lenovo used Movable Ink, they could only
feature one category of pricing in their campaigns,
severely limiting the number of products they could
promote. With their production process eating up a
significant amount of time, they were also limited by
the total number of campaigns they could deploy.
Now that they’ve partnered with Movable Ink,
they have been able to deploy significantly more
campaigns with a greater variety of products to
better meet their customers’ needs - and get those
campaigns to market faster than ever. As a result
of their partnership Movable Ink, Lenovo has grown
their email program by 225%.

Revenue is up 26% year-over-year as a
direct result of using Movable Ink.”
“Revenue is up 26% year-over-year as a direct result
of using Movable Ink in our emails,” said Ashley.
“Now we can get campaigns out the door quickly
and drive even more revenue. This is especially
impactful during our busiest times of the year,
including the Black Friday season.”
Using Movable Ink, Lenovo can confidently double
their number of email sends while still providing a
great customer experience. The result is more emails
that perform better with less production time.
Lenovo sees a competitive advantage from this
strategy, too. Because their emails are highly
visual and on-brand, they stand out where their
competitor’s emails fall flat.

Lenovo’s post-purchase, time-targeted emails contain personalized
creative that automatically updates at the moment of open, without
the need to update the HTML.

“We’re leading the pack with visual experiences
in email,” said Ashley. “Our competitors will
sometimes try to mimic our campaigns. Not only do
our emails stand out visually, but we can also easily
send more deals to our audiences to ensure that we
get the right products in front of the right people.”

strategic in our campaigns,” said Ashley. “Before,
it was difficult to even get a campaign out the
door. Now, we can experiment with different offer
types and product categories so we can see which
creative resonates best with our audiences. We
can learn and get insights, which we couldn’t do
before.”

Movable Ink has allowed us to become
more strategic in our campaigns.”

Now that Lenovo has partnered with Movable Ink,
they are excited about the future and continuing to
elevate their customer experiences.

EVOLVING THEIR PROGRAM WITH APIS AND
LOYALTY CAMPAIGNS
Even with the success they’ve had streamlining
production, embracing real-time data, and
improving the customer experience, Lenovo isn’t
done driving innovation in its email program.
In order to add more personalization and
sophistication into their campaigns, Lenovo is
actively working with Movable Ink’s Customer
Experience team to develop an API that will enable
them to send even more highly targeted content
to their audiences, as well as a loyalty program
designed to retain their most loyal customers.
They’re also partnering with Movable Ink to learn
additional insights about their customers to help the
team with their campaign strategy - something that
simply wasn’t possible in the past with their small
team and limited resources.

“We’re looking forward to driving more
sophistication into our emails in the future with
Movable Ink,” said Ashley. “We’ve come a long way,
but there is still more we can do to reach our most
loyal customers. This is an exciting time.”

“Movable Ink has allowed us to become more

RESULTS

26%
revenue increase
50%
reduction in production time
225%
growth in their email program

ABOUT MOVABLE INK
Movable Ink helps digital marketers create visual experiences that move people. More than 700 of the world’s most innovative
brands rely on Movable Ink’s visual experience platform to automate the creation of unique on-brand experiences for each
consumer across email, web, and display. With more than 275 employees, the company is headquartered in New York City with
offices in San Francisco, Chicago, and London. Learn more at movableink.com.
blog.movableink.com
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